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By Rudy Rucker

FORGE, United States, 2003. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Peter Bruegel s paintings---a peasant wedding in a barn, hunters
in the snow, a rollicking street festival, and many others---have long defined our idea of everyday
life in sixteenth- century Europe. They are classic icons of a time and place in much the same way as
Norman Rockwell s depictions of twentieth-century America. We know relatively little about Bruegel,
but after years of research, novelist Rudy Rucker has built upon the what is known and has created
for us the life and world of a true master who never got old. In sixteen chapters, each headed by a
reproduction of one of the famous works, Rucker brings Bruegel s painter s progress and his
colorful world to vibrant life, doing for Bruegel what the best-selling Girl with a Pearl Earring did for
Vermeer. We follow the artist from the winding streets of Antwerp and Brussels to the glowing skies
and decaying monuments of Rome and back. He and his friends, the cartographer Ortelius and
Williblad Cheroo, an American Indian, are as vivid on the page as the multifarious denizens of
Bruegel s...
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ReviewsReviews

This book will not be straightforward to start on studying but really fun to read. it absolutely was writtern really flawlessly and helpful. You can expect to
like just how the writer write this publication.
-- Glenna  Goldner-- Glenna  Goldner

Definitely one of the better ebook I have possibly read through. It usually will not charge excessive. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for regarding if you check with me).
-- Pr of . Jea n Da r e-- Pr of . Jea n Da r e
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